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Fixed-order output-feedback control design for LTI systems:
a new algorithm to reduce conservatism
E. Simona∗ , P. Rodriguez-Ayerbeb , C. Stoicab , D. Dumurb and V. Wertza
Abstract— This work proposes an algorithm to reduce the
conservatism of fixed-order output-feedback control design
for Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems with Linear Matrix
Inequalities (LMIs)-representable objectives. Using Lyapunov
theory and the Schur complement many objectives can be
written as Bilinear Matrix Inequalities (BMIs), which in general
are hard to solve and have a non-convex space of solutions.
The classical response to this is to use LMIs reformulation of
BMIs, therefore using convex subspaces of the non-convex space
of all solutions and thus introducing conservatism in general.
Here a new use of a change of variables is proposed, so that
consecutive convex subspaces are considered iteratively. This
algorithm explores further the non-convex space of solutions,
leading to improved objectives with reduced conservatism.
Index Terms— LMI, Control design, Output-feedback, LTI
system

I. INTRODUCTION
The control design is made using the classical P − K
representation. P is the plant description, including the
system model but also the observer structure and any filters
or structures that are necessary to form the performance
channels Tωi zj and the control channel yP , uP . K is the
control design parameter: uP = KyP . All this is drawn with
the following Fig. 1,

Fig. 1. Classical P − K representation

with ω the input(s) of the objective(s) chanel(s), z the
output(s), yP and uP the input and output of the control
parameter K.
P has a state-space representation given by:

 ẋ = Ax + Bi ωi + BuP
zj = Cj x + Dij ωi + Ej uP

yP = Cx + Fi ωi +
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where x are the states of P . Note that ẋ is replaced by
x(k + 1) in the discrete time case. The indexes i allow
to designate each component of ω and the indexes j each
component of z. The state-space representation of K is:

ẋK = AK xK + BK yP
uP = CK xK + DK yP
Closing the P − K loop, the state-space representation of
the closed-loop system A, B, C, D is obtained where each
channel Tij : ωi → zj has its realization:


A
Cj

Bi
Dij





A + BDK C
BK C
=
Cj + Ej DK C

BCK
AK
Ej CK


Bi + BDK Fi

BK Fi
Dij + Ej DK Fi

The state-space matrices of P must have the following
structure, necessary for the change of variables reminded
later:
A=




A3
,
A2

A1
0


Cj = Cχzj

C= 0

Bi =


Cǫzj ,


CǫyP ,




Bωi χ
,
Bωi ǫ

Dij = Dωi zj ,

B=




BuP χ
,
0

Ej = DuP zj ,

(1)

Fi = Dωi yP

The previous notations are close to that of e.g. [1]. The states
of P are split here between: -ǫ, the difference between the
actual plant and observer states -χ, the rest of the states.
This representation is obtained using an observer (e.g. simply
the plant model if stable) in P . The input yP of the design
parameter K has to be the difference between the actual plant
output y and the observer output ŷ.
The difficulty will arise because of products between the
Lyapunov matrix(ces) and the state-space representation of
the design parameter. To illustrate this fact, we remind for
example the LMI formulation of the H2 norm:
||T (s)ij ||2 < γ ij iff tr(Zij ) < γ ij and


A′ Xij + Xij A
∗

Xij Bi
γ ij I
−γ



≺ 0,



Xij
∗

C′j
Zij



≻ 0, Dij = 0

The optimization variables are (within bold-faced characters): -the Lyapunov matrices Xij = X′ij ≻ 0 associated to their channel Tij , -the state-space matrices
AK , BK , CK , DK , -the objectives variables γ ij positive
scalar, Zij symmetric positive definite matrix with tr(Zij )
the trace of Zij . The ′ indicates the transposed matrix and
the ∗ indicates a symmetrical term (all the BMIs and LMIs
are symmetrical). One can easily observe the bilinear terms
within the matrices. Therefore one has to use a change of
variables in order to turn these troublesome BMIs into LMIs.
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The change of variables of interest for this work is that of
[1], [2], reminded now. Note that this is the second change
of variables known of the two available in the literature, the
first is that of [3], [4] (more on this later).

useless in that case. But not anymore in the case of multiobjective control, requiring several Lyapunov matrices (this
first change of variables can only consider one Lyapunov
matrix). One can consider that the main dynamics needed
by the controller can be found within this conservative fullThe change of variables
order design, often used in the literature as initial solution
The BMIs have to be rewritten as follows: X → X(v), which will also be the case here.
The method proposed here is, once the LMI optimization
XA → A(v), XBi → Bi (v), Cj → Cj (v) where each of
done
and all the matrices obtained, to fix the S2 , T12 , T22 and
these terms is defined here. Dij = Dij + Ej DK Fi does not
to
rewrite
the optimization problem with the second set of
change.
variables: vβ = AK , BK , CK , DK , R, S1 , T11 . This builds a
The Lyapunov matrices are changed (and restructured)
new convex subspace of the in general non-convex (espeinto Xij → (Rij , S1ij , S2ij , T11ij , T12ij , T22ij ) = (v) (more
cially in multi-objective with several performance channels,
details in [1]). In order to lighten the notations, the ij indexes
therefore several Lyapunov matrices) space of all solution.
are omittedin all the following terms:

This new subspace is built around the first solution (or more
A1 R
t1
t2
precisely its S2 , T12 , T22 matrices). Therefore a new opti

0
T11 A2 + T12 BK CǫyP T12 AK
A(v) =
mization
of the objective can only lead to an improvement
′
0
T12 A2 + T22 BK CǫyP T22 AK
or at least to the same objective (the previous solution), since
t1 = A1 S1 − S1 A2 − S2 BK CǫyP + A3 + BuP χ DK CǫyP
LMIs are solved globally efficiently thanks to Interior Point
t2 = A1 S2 − S2 AK + BuP χ CK
Methods [5], [6]. Writing Γα the objective obtained at the


first step and Γβ at the second, we have:
BuP DK DωyP + Bωχ − S1 Bωǫ − S2 BK Dωy
,
T11 Bωǫ + T12 BK Dωy
B(v) = 
Γβ ≤ Γα
(2)
T12 ′ Bωǫ + T22 BK Dωy


This second step, if it improved the objective, has changed
′
RCxz
the
AK , BK matrices. Then the α step can be applied again
′ ′
′
′
′ ′
′


S1 Cxz + Cǫz − CǫyP DK Duz
C(v) =
,
around
this new AK , BK matrices. If this again improves the
′ ′
′ ′
S2 Cxz − CK Duz
objective (Γα < Γβ ), we continue on with an other β step


R 0
0
around the newfound S2 , T12 , T22 matrices and so on. This
X(v) =  ∗ T11 T12 
algorithm uses successive convex subspaces in order to dig
∗
∗ T22
deeper into the non-convex space of solutions. It can be seen
So far this change of variables has only been used fixing as a block-coordinate algorithm, defining the coordinates:
the AK , BK matrices beforehand (using a polynomial ex- xα = S2 , T12 , T22 , xδ = CK , DK , S1 , T11 , xβ = AK , BK .
pansion, like FIR filters in [1]). Indeed, this a priori choice This can only improve the solution, or at worst keep it
is necessary since AK , BK appear non affinely with other unchanged.
An important remark is that this algorithm can be applied
variables. Considering this, a key observation can be made:
whatever
the size of the control parameter K (thus fixedonly the variables S2 , T12 , T22 , related to the Lyapunov
order
control).
Any given controller K may thus be improved
matrices, multiply the AK , BK matrices. This is at the basis
by
this
algorithm,
provided that it is first (re)formulated
of the contribution of this work, described in the next section.
(using e.g. [7]) as an observer-based controller (so that P as
the desired structure of equation (1)) and that the objective
II. CONTRIBUTION
to be improved can be written with LMIs.
The normal set of variables to be used with the
The proof of convergence of this algorithm is ongoing
change of variables of [1] is the following: vα = work. For illustration purposes an example of convergence
CK , DK , R, S1 , T11 , S2 , T12 , T22 . With this, one can find obtained is drawn below.
the best CK , DK (without conservatism) matrices for given
AK , BK matrices (defined beforehand and therefore conser- A convergence example
The example considered uses the same plant and control
vative in general). Instead of choosing AK , BK with a polystructure
as that in [8]. Details are not reminded here, the
nomial expansion as in [1] (without convenient equivalent in
results
obtained
are case-dependent. The arbitrary objective
continuous-time), an alternate initial choice is made here. It
minimized
here
is a pondered sum of the H2 norm of the
is the one obtained with the change of variables of [3], [4]
control
sensitivity
and the H∞ norm of the input sensitivity
which requires full-order control, then to reduce (e.g. using
Γ
=
||S
||
+
λ||S
U
2
I ||∞ . The matrices AK , BK obtained
balanced reduction) or augment (e.g. injecting new pole(s))
with
the
full-order
control
change of variables (conservative
its size to the desired value. Remark that for full-order
because
of
the
constraint
of
a unique Lyapunov matrix) are
control with a single objective this change of variables leads
used
as
initial
solution
for
the
algorithm.
to the global optimum, thus the technique proposed here is
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The examples of convergence are given in Fig. 2, for three
different values of the trade-off parameter λ.
Convergence of the multiobjective Γ = ||S U ||2 + λ||S I ||∞

λ = 0.3
Multiobjective value

0.4
0.35

λ = 0.2

0.3
0.25
0.2

λ = 0.1
10

20

30

problem, using both sets at the same time is typically nonconvex and is considered NP-hard in general.
Using the initial solution of full-order control with the first
change of variables [3], [4] to capture the main dynamics
needed by the fixed-order controller, and then applying this
algorithm, is a new systematic solution where no a priori
choice is needed.
The technique is successfully used with an illustrative
example. This algorithm can be used to (try to) improve
any given controller with respect to an objective that can be
written as LMIs. Ongoing work studies the convergence of
the proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Examples of convergence

Note that: -the stopping criterion chosen was when the
objective decreased than less than 0.001% (thus the large
number of iterations) -each iteration is made of the two steps
α and β -the size of the controller has not been changed,
thus kept here as full-order. The monotonous decrease of
the objective can clearly be observed with these examples.
The number of required iterations to reach a given precision
varies from one objective to the next and can not be known
beforehand (yet).
III. CONCLUSIONS
This work uses the approach of Linear Matrix Inequalities
(LMIs) to study the problem of fixed-order output-feedback
control design for LTI systems. Using Lyapunov theory
and the Schur complement, many design objectives can be
written within this frame. The difficulty of this problem is
that the matrix inequalities at first involve products between
variables: the Lyapunov matrices and the state-space matrices
of the design parameter. Therefore these are Bilinear Matrix
Inequalities for which the space of solutions can be nonconvex and are well known to be hard to deal with.
A solution that has got a lot of attention in the last
decade is to change the variables so that the inequalities
become affine in the new variables, therefore turning in LMIs
exploring convex subspaces of the in general non-convex
space of all solutions. There exists two such changes of
variables, the first one requires full-order control [4], [3],
the second one fixed-order observer-based control [1], [2].
The contribution of this work is to make a new use of
the second change of variables so that the non-convex space
of all solutions is explored further, leading to improved
objectives with reduced conservatism. This thanks to the
key trick that the change of variables [1] can lead to two
affine alternatives of the matrix inequalities. It is an alternate
scheme method that can be qualified of block-coordinate
descent algorithm since at each step a bloc of coordinates
is fixed and the other is optimized. Note that in the studied
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